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Collective flow and two-pion correlations from a relativistic hydrodynamic model
with early chemical freeze-out
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We investigate the effect of early chemical freeze-out on radial flow, elliptic flow, and Hanbury Brown–
Twiss~HBT! radii by using a fully three-dimensional hydrodynamic model. When we take account of the early
chemical freeze-out, the space-time evolution of temperature in the hadron phase is considerably different from
the conventional model in which chemical equilibrium is always assumed. As a result, we find that radial and
elliptic flows are suppressed and that the lifetime and the spatial size of the fluid are reduced. We analyze the
pt spectrum, the differential elliptic flow, and the HBT radii at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider energy by
using hydrodynamics with a chemically nonequilibrium equation of state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main topics in the physics of relativistic heav
ion collisions is a detailed description of space-time evo
tion for the hot and dense nuclear matter by using a dyna
cal model such as kinetic transport models@1# or
hydrodynamics@2#. Recent experimental data from Relati
istic Heavy-Ion Collider~RHIC! suggest that we may see th
significant effect of jet quenching in transverse moment
distribution for neutral pions@3# or azimuthal asymmetry fo
charged hadrons@4#. So hydrodynamic simulations of ex
panding hot and/or dense matter are indispensable in qu
tatively estimating the effect of the medium on the
quenching@5#. One of the authors~T.H.! has already built a
fully three-dimensional hydrodynamic model which d
scribes not only central but also noncentral collisions@6#. In
contrary to other hydrodynamic models, e.g.,~211! dimen-
sional models with the Bjorken’s scaling solution@7–9# or
~311! dimensional models with cylindrical symmetry alon
the collision axis@10–13#, full ~311! dimensional hydrody-
namic models@14–19# enable us to obtain the rapidity de
pendence of particle distribution, elliptic flow, and Hanbu
Brown–Twiss~HBT! radii in noncentralcollisions.

Statistical and hydrodynamics-motivated models give
the characteristic temperatures in relativistic heavy-ion co
sions. These temperatures are very useful in understan
what happens in collisions. From fitting the model calcu
tion of particle ratios for hadrons to the experimental da
the chemical freeze-out temperatureTch is obtained at each
collision energy@20–25#. On the other hand, we can obta
the thermal~kinetic! freeze-out temperatureTth from the
slopes of a transverse momentum distribution by assum
the radial flow profile@22,26,27#. The temperatures obtaine
above are usually different from each other at the alterna
gradient synchrotron, SPS, and probably RHIC energ
Tch;160– 200 MeV whileTth;100– 140 MeV. The chemi-
cal freeze-out parameters (Tch,mB

ch) at various collision ener-
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gies seem to be aligned on one line in theT-mB plane. This
line is sometimes called the ‘‘chemical freeze-out line’’ a
can be parametrized by the average energy per par
^E&/^N&;1 GeV @22#. Those analyses indicate that the sy
tem undergoes first the chemical freeze-out where the
served particle ratios are fixed and next the thermal free
out where the shape of the transverse momentum distribu
is fixed @28#. Since the time scale of the hydrodynamic ev
lution is comparable with~or smaller than! that of the inelas-
tic collisions between hadrons, the number changing p
cesses are likely to be out of equilibrium. This is the reas
why there are two sequential freeze-out processes in rela
istic heavy-ion collisions. To give a more realistic descripti
of the temporal and spatial behavior of the hot and de
matter, the above pictures should be included in the mo
This makes us approach the comprehensive understandin
the deconfined matter, the quark gluon plasma~QGP!.

In this paper, we incorporate the different freeze-out te
peratures,Tch andTth, into hydrodynamics and discuss ho
the early chemical freeze-out affects the space-time ev
tion of fluids and the particle spectra@29#. In the ordinary
hydrodynamic calculations, one assumes both chemical
thermal equilibria and consequentlyTch5Tth which is to be
determined from comparison of the slopes of the transve
spectrum with the experimental data. If the system obeys
above picture of early chemical freeze-out, those ordin
hydrodynamic models can hardly reproduce the particle
tios due to the smallness of the chemical freeze-out temp
ture. As a result, the number of resonance particles at
thermal freeze-out becomes too small. The physics at the
transverse momentum is largely affected by resonance
cays after thermal freeze-out. For example, the lowpt en-
hancement in the transverse momentum spectrum for p
can be explained by the contribution from resonance dec
@30,31#. The slope of thept spectrum for pions directly emit
ted from the freeze-out hypersurface is almost constant.
the other hand, data for pions at lowpt show a steeper slop
than those in the mediumpt region (;1 GeV/c). So one
cannot reproduce the lowpt enhancement only from direc
pions. Pions fromr, v, or D decays show a steeperpt
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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TETSUFUMI HIRANO AND KEIICHI TSUDA PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
spectrum than direct pions. We naturally explain the lowpt
enhancement seen in the experimental data by resonanc
cays. Another example is the reduction of the second Fou
coefficient of the azimuthal distribution for pions at lowpt
@32#. From the exact treatment of the decay kinematics, pi
from resonance decays can pretendout-of-planeelliptic flow
even when the hydrodynamic flow showsin-plane elliptic
flow. This dilutes elliptic flow from direct pions. Therefor
the early chemical freeze-out must be included in hydro
namics in order to analyze not only the particle ratios
also the single-particle spectra and the azimuthal asymm

This paper is organized as follows: We construct the eq
tion of state for the hadron phase with and without chem
equilibria in Sec. II. We parametrize the initial condition f
hydrodynamic simulations in the full three dimension
Bjorken coordinate in Sec. III. By using these equations
state and the initial condition, we perform hydrodynam
simulations in full three dimensional space at the RHIC
ergy and compare space-time evolutions with each othe
Sec. IV. We analyze the particle spectra and the azimu
asymmetry at the RHIC energy and discuss the effec
early chemical freeze-out on observables in Sec. V. We
analyze the two-pion correlation functions to see the eff
on the hydrodynamic evolution in Sec. VI. A summary a
discussions are given in Sec. VII.

II. EQUATIONS OF STATE

We assume the following picture of space-time evolut
for hot and/or dense matter produced in relativistic heavy-
collisions. First, the huge number of secondary partons
produced and both chemical and thermal equilibria am
these partons are achieved in the early stage of collisi
The initial dominant longitudinal flow and the large pressu
gradient perpendicular to the collision axis cause the sys
to expand and cool down. When the temperature of the
tem reaches the critical temperatureTc , the hadronization
starts to occur. Just after the hadronization finishes,
chemical freeze-out happens atTch(<Tc). Below Tch, the
ratios of the number of observed particles are fixed. E
after chemical freeze-out, the system keeps thermal equ
rium through elastic scattering. Finally, all hadrons are th
mally frozen atTth(,Tch). If we neglect dissipation in the
space-time evolution of nuclear matter, we can apply
hydrodynamic equations for the perfect fluid,]mTmn50 and
]mnB

m50, whereTmn5(E1P)umun2Pgmn and nB
m5nBum

are energy momentum tensor and baryon density curr
respectively.E, P, nB , andum are energy density, pressur
baryon density, and four fluid velocity. With the help of the
modynamical identities and the baryon density conservat
the first equation is rewritten as]msm50, wheresm is the
entropy current. These equations mean that a fluid elem
evolves along an adiabatic path (nB /s5const) in theT
2mB plane. We assume this fact is approximately valid ev
below the chemical freeze-out line.

When N stable hadrons in the equation of state~EOS!
undergo chemical freeze-out across the chemical freeze
line, we can introduce chemical potentialsm i associated with
those hadrons. Then we may construct the EOS in theN
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12) dimensional space (N for m i and 2 forT andmB). This
causes a serious problem when we numerically simula
hydrodynamic model with finite resources of memory. Sin
the chemical potential of each hadron depends onTch, mB

ch,
T, andmB during expansion along an adiabatic path, we c
restrict ourselves to the EOS in a two-dimensional hypers
face m i5m i(T,mB) embedded in the (N12) dimensional
space. Thus we need not prepare such a large dimens
table of the EOS anymore. When we obtainm i at a point
(T,mB) below the chemical freeze-out line, we need the
formation at the chemical freeze-out point (Tch,mB

ch) some-
where on the chemical freeze-out line and have to go bac
the point along an adiabatic path. Since the adiabatic p
itself is obtained from the thermodynamical variables a
m i(T,mB), we have to solve the problem self-consistently.
this paper, we restrict our discussion to the zero baryo
chemical potential where the adiabatic path becomes a tr
one, nB /s50. This is good approximation in Au1 Au
AsNN5130 GeV collisions in whichp̄/p;0.6 @33–36# or
the resultant chemical freeze-out parametermB

ch;50 MeV
@24#.

We construct three model EOS’s to compare the spa
time evolution of fluids. These models describe the first or
phase transition between the QGP phase and the ha
phase atTc5170 MeV. We suppose the QGP phase is co
posed of masslessu,d, ands quarks and gluons and that th
is common to three models. The EOS for the QGP phas
P5(E24B)/3, whereB is a bag constant specified later. F
the hadron phase, we choose three different model EOS
follows.

A. Chemical equilibrium

The first model is an ordinary resonance gas mode
which complete chemical equilibrium~model CE! is always
assumed. This model is employed for the sake of compar
with the other models. We include strange and nonstra
hadrons up to the mass ofD(1232). Energy density and pres
sure are as follows:

E5(
i

di

~2p!3E d3p
Ap21mi

2

exp@~Ap21mi
22m i !/T#71

, ~1!

P57(
i

T
di

~2p!3E d3p ln$17exp@2~Ap21mi
22m i !/T#%,

~2!

wherem i50 due to complete chemical equilibrium in th
model. Here the upper and lower signs correspond to bos
and fermions. We neglect the excluded volume correct
which largely affects the hadronic EOS in the high bary
density region. From the Gibbs’s equilibrium condition
Tc5170 MeV, we obtain the bag constantB1/4

5247.2 MeV and the latent heatDE;1.7 GeV/fm3.

B. Chemical freeze-out

The second model is the simplest one which describes
picture of chemical freeze-out~model CFO!. Below Tch, we
5-2
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COLLECTIVE FLOW AND TWO-PION CORRELATIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
assume that the numbers ofall hadronsNi included in the
EOS are fixed and that the particle number densities o
]mni

m50. We introduce a chemical potentialm i(T) associ-
ated with each species so thatNi becomes a conserved qua
tity. From the conservation of entropy]msm50, the ratio of
the particle number density to the entropy density below
chemical freeze-out temperature obeys

ni~T,m i !

s~T,$m i%!
5

ni~Tch,m i50!

s~Tch,$m i%50!
~3!

for all hadrons along the adiabatic path. Here we assu
Tch5170 MeV, which is consistent with a recent analys
based on a thermal model at the RHIC energy@24#. From Eq.
~3!, we obtain a chemical potential as a function of tempe
ture for each hadron. Them i(T) ensures keeping the ratios o
the number of each hadron throughout the space-time ev
tion of a fluid element without explicitly solving]mni

m50.
All chemical potentials are functions of temperature, so
thermodynamical variables depend only on temperature e
after chemical freeze-out.

C. Partial chemical equilibrium

The third model represents a more realistic EOS than
second one. The following model is first discussed in R
@37#. The observed particle numbers are always compose
the contribution from direct particles and resonance dec
i.e., N̄p5Np1( iÞpd̃i→pNi . Here d̃ is an effective degree
of freedom which is a product of the degeneracyd and the
branching ratioB. So some elastic processes with large cr
sections ~e.g., pp→r→pp, pN→D→pN, pK→K*
→pK) can be equilibrated even belowTch @38# as long as
the equality

n̄i~T,m i !

s~T,$m i%!
5

n̄i~Tch,m i50!

s~Tch,$m i%50!
~4!

is kept instead of Eq.~3!. We regardp, K, h, N, L, andS as
‘‘stable’’ particles1 and that all chemical potentials can b
represented by chemical potentials associated with th
stable particles, e.g.,mr52mp , mK* 5mp1mK , mD5mp

1mN , and so on. Thus the third model describes thepartial
chemical equilibrium~model PCE! even belowTch @37#. It
should be noted that, after chemical freeze-out,mN5m N̄
(Þ0) with keeping baryonic chemical potentialmB50 in
our model.

The model PCE employed here is not the only one
describe the partial chemical equilibrium. There may
other choices for stable particles or other processes to
equilibrated in this model. Various models should be chec
by future precise experimental data of particle ratios.

1Here we use a term ‘‘stable’’ when the lifetime of a hadron
much longer than that of the fluid (;10 fm/c).
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D. Chemical potentials and equations of state

Figure 1 shows the chemical potentials forp, r, andv
mesons for the models CFO and PCE. The difference
chemical potentials between hadrons depends only on t
mass in the model CFO, somv(T) behaves likemr(T) due
to the small mass difference. Both are almost linearly
creasing with decreasing temperature. On the other h
these chemical potentials differ from each other in the mo
PCE. This results from each elementary process, i.e.,r↔pp
(mr52mp) and v↔ppp (mv5330.88mp), where the
branching ratios are from Ref.@39#.

One can easily evaluate EOS’s for these models by ins
ing chemical potentials obtained above into Eqs.~1! and~2!.
We represent pressure and temperature as functions o
ergy density for three models in Fig. 2. We find in Fig. 2~a!
that pressure as a function of energy density is similar.

FIG. 1. Chemical potentials for pions~dashed lines!, r mesons
~solid lines!, and v mesons~dotted lines! for the models CFO
and PCE.

FIG. 2. ~a! Pressure as a function of energy density.~b! Tem-
perature as a function of energy density. The dashed, dotted,
solid lines correspond to the models CE, CFO, and PCE.
5-3
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TETSUFUMI HIRANO AND KEIICHI TSUDA PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
the other hand, temperature as a function of energy densi
the models CFO or PCE in Fig. 2~b! deviates from the mode
CE. Since the resonance population of the models CFO
PCE is larger than that of the model CE due to the chem
freeze-out, the energy density at a fixed temperature in
hadron phase is also large in those models. Conversely,
perature in the models CFO or PCE at a fixed energy den
is smaller than in the model CE. This fact is very importa
in qualitatively understanding the difference of the spa
time evolution of fluids among three models as shown
Sec. IV.

III. INITIAL CONDITIONS

We numerically solve the hydrodynamic equation in t
full three-dimensional Bjorken coordinate (t, hs, x, andy)
which is relevant to analyze heavy-ion collisions at the c
lider energies. Heret5At22z2 and hs5(1/2)ln@(t1z)/(t
2z)# are the proper time and the space-time rapidity, resp
tively. The x axis is parallel to the impact parameter vec
and they axis is perpendicular to thex axis in the transverse
plane. As was pointed out in Ref.@6#, the main reason to
employ the Bjorken coordinate rather than the Cartesian
ordinate is a practical one: This considerably reduces
merical efforts such as the long lifetime of fluids
(;100 fm/c) and less numerical accuracy near the lig
cone. In addition to this reason, there is also a physical
son why we avoid employing the Cartesian coordina
When one simulates the space-time evolution in the Ca
sian coordinate, one gives the initial condition at a const
t0. If t0 is regarded as the thermalization time, this init
condition implies that the thermalization occurs first from t
forward ~backward! space-time rapidity in thet-hs
coordinate.2 This is somewhat unrealistic because the mu
plicity in the forward rapidity region is much smaller tha
the one at midrapidity. This may cause a crucial probl
when one discusses the rapidity dependence of radial
elliptic flows at the collider energies, since they are sensi
to the thermalization of the system.

We choose initial conditions in the Bjorken coordina
so as to reproduce the pseudorapidity distribution in
1Au 130A GeV central~0–6 %! collisions obtained by the
PHOBOS Collaboration @40#. At the initial time t0
50.6 fm/c, the initial energy density for central collision
can be factorized as

E~x,y,hs!5EmaxW~x,y;b!H~hs!. ~5!

We assume the transverse profile functionW(x,y;b) scales
with the impact parameterb in proportion to the number o
binary collisions@41#,

W~x,y;b!}T1T2 , T65T~x6b/2,y!, ~6!

2Supposingt051 fm/c, the corresponding initialproper time be-
comes t05t0 /gN;0.01 fm/c near the beam rapidity region a
RHIC energies.
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where T(x,y) is a thickness function with the standa
Woods-Saxon parametrization for nuclear density,

T~x,y!5E dzr~x,y,z!,

r~x,y,z!5
r0

exp@~Ax21y21z22R0!/d#11
. ~7!

Herer050.17 fm23 is the saturation density,d50.54 fm is
the diffuseness parameter, andR051.12A1/320.86A21/3 fm
is the nuclear radius. The proportional constant in Eq.~6! is
fixed from the conditionW(0,0;0)51. The longitudinal pro-
file functionH(hs) is characterized by two parts@6,13,42#: it
is flat nearhs;0 and smoothly connects to a vacuum as
half part of the Gauss function in the forward and backwa
space-time rapidity regions:

H~hs!5expF2
~ uhs2hs0u2hflat/2!2

2hGauss
2

u~ uhs2hs0u2hflat/2!G .

~8!

The length of a flat regionhflat and the width of the Gaus
function hGaussare adjustable parameters to be determin
by the experimental data, especially the~pseudo!rapidity dis-
tribution. In symmetric collisions with the vanishing impa
parameter, we expect the symmetryE(x,y,2hs)
5E(x,y,hs) holds at the initial time. On the other hand,
noncentral~or asymmetric! collisions, we can shift the en
ergy density byhs0 which is identified with the center o
rapidity for each transverse coordinate@43#,

hs0~x,y;b!5
1

2
lnF ~T21T1!gN1~T22T1!gNvN

~T21T1!gN2~T22T1!gNvN
G , ~9!

wherevN andgN are, respectively, the velocity and Loren
g factor of an incident nucleon in the center-of-mass syste
For illustrations of the initial energy density, see Ref.@6#.
The initial longitudinal flow is the Bjorken’s solution@44#,
i.e., the fluid rapidityYf(t0) is equal to the space-time rapid
ity hs. It should be noted that this is merely an initial co
dition and thatYfÞhs after an initial time due to the pressur
gradient directed to thehs axis. The transverse velocitie
vanish att0 and are to be generated only by the transve
pressure gradient.

Initial parameters in hydrodynamic simulations are ch
sen as follows:Emax535 GeV/fm3, hflat55.8, hGauss50.2,
andb52.4 fm. These values lead us to reproduce the ps
dorapidity distribution in Au1 Au central collisions at
AsNN5130 GeV observed by the PHOBOS collaborati
@40#. The parameters are adjusted for the model PCE w
Tth5140 MeV. We also use the same values for the ot
model EOS’s for the sake of comparison, although t
causes the pseudorapidity distribution to be slightly devia
from the experimental data.
5-4
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IV. TIME EVOLUTION OF FLUIDS

We simulate the space-time evolution of the fluid in t
full three dimensional space@6# with the initial conditions
and the EOS’s discussed in the previous sections. First
pick up a fluid element at the central point (x5y5hs50)
and pursue its time evolution until its temperature reac
T5100 MeV. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of@Fig.
3~a!# energy density and@Fig. 3~b!# temperature at the cente
of the fluid for three model EOS’s. As far as the time evo
tion of energy density, we cannot distinguish them. This
easily understood by Fig. 2~a!: Energy density evolution is
completely governed by the EOS, i.e.,P(E) and the three
models are very similar to each other. We transform th
results from energy density to temperature by using F
2~b!. For the time evolution of temperature, chemical free
out makes a substantial difference between the model
and the model CFO or PCE. If we suppose thermal free
out occurs at the constant temperature, the system in w
the property of the chemical freeze-out is considered is d
tined to be thermally frozen earlier than the conventio
model CE. The early chemical freeze-out makes the had
phase cool down more rapidly@45#.

Next, we show how the early chemical freeze-out affe
the spatial size of the fluid. Figure 4 represents the ti
evolution of freeze-out hypersurfaces aty5hs50 for @Fig.
4~a!# the model CE and@Fig. 4~b!# the model PCE. Here the
hypersurfaces in Fig. 4 correspond to variousTth

5100, 120, 140, and 160 MeV which are within a plausib
range for the thermal freeze-out temperature. We find that
early chemical freeze-out reduces not only the lifetime of
fluid but also its spatial size and that the fluid does not

FIG. 3. ~a! Time evolution of energy density at the center of t
fluid. ~b! Time evolution of temperature at the center of the flu
The dashed, dotted, and solid lines correspond to the models
CFO, and PCE.
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pand so explosively for the model PCE. Since the tw
particle correlation function is sensitive to the spatial s
and the lifetime of the fluid, it is interesting to see the effe
of early chemical freeze-out on the HBT radii. Detaile
analyses of pion interferometry will be discussed in Sec.

Figure 5 shows the thermal freeze-out temperature dep
dencies of average radial flow at midrapidity^v r&uhs50,

wherev r5Avx
21vy

2. Radial flow is generated by the pre
sure gradient, so it contains information about the EO
From this figure, the radial flow is suppressed when we t
account of the early chemical freeze-out. AtTth

5140(120) MeV, the average radial flow for the model PC
is reduced by 17.7%~22.5%! from the one for the conven
tional model CE.

It should be noted that the difference between the ther
freeze-out temperatureTth and the thermal freeze-out energ
density Eth plays an important role in analyses of partic
spectra. It may be claimed that there are no significant

.
E,

FIG. 4. Space-time evolution of thermal freeze-out hypersurf
for ~a! the model CE and~b! the model PCE.

FIG. 5. Thermal freeze-out temperature dependence of ave
radial flow. The dashed, dotted, and solid lines correspond to
models CE, CFO, and PCE.
5-5
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TETSUFUMI HIRANO AND KEIICHI TSUDA PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
ferences among three models when one shows the resu
Figs. 4 and 5 as functions of the thermal freeze-outenergy
density Eth, not temperatureTth. It is indeed true when one
discusses only the hydrodynamic behavior. The shape of
ticle distributions, especially thept spectrum, are determine
by the thermal freeze-outtemperature Tth and the flow in the
hydrodynamic model. So this difference is clearly meanin
ful when we compare the numerical results of particle sp
tra with experimental data as shown in the next section.

V. SINGLE-PARTICLE SPECTRA AND AZIMUTHAL
ASYMMETRY

Hydrodynamics has a limited prediction power, so the c
culation is really meaningful only after tuning the initial p
rameters and reproducing the single-particle spectra.
momentum distribution for particles directly emitted from
~thermal! freeze-out hypersurface can be calculated thro
the Cooper-Frye formula@46#

E
dN

d3p
5

d

~2p!3ES

p•ds

exp@~p•u2m i !/T
th#71

. ~10!

Here,S anddsm are the thermal freeze-out hypersurface a
its element.um is the four fluid velocity. The2 ~1! sign is
for boson~fermion! andd is the degeneracy of particles un
der consideration. This formula merely counts the net p
ticles passing through the hypersurfaceS rather than decou
pling from the system. Although it has a problem with t
negative number in the treatment of the timelike freeze-
hypersurface@47#, this is widely used in almost all hydrody
namic models. The observed spectra always contain the
tribution from resonance decays. We assume all of the re
nance particles in the EOS are also emitted from a freeze
hypersurface and that they decay into stable particles. Ta
account of the decay kinematics, we easily obtain the sin
particle spectra from resonance particles@31,32#.3 For further
details to calculate the spectra from resonance decays
the Appendix. Since the results from the model CFO
similar to the ones from the model PCE, we hereafter c
centrate our discussions on the models CE and PCE.

A. Spectra and flow for charged hadrons

Figure 6 shows the pseudorapidity distribution of charg
particles in Au1 Au 130A GeV collisions. We chooseTth

5140 MeV for both models. From the analyses based on
wounded nucleon model, we choose the impact param
b52.4 fm for 0–6 % central collisions andb58.9 fm for
35–45 % noncentral collisions. The resultant number of p
ticipants is 342~94! for b52.4 ~8.9! fm, which is consistent
with estimation by the PHOBOS Collaboration@40#. We rea-
sonably reproduce the data in not only central but also n
central collisions by using initial parameters in the previo
section. After tuning initial parameters for central events,

3When we calculate the two-pion correlation function in the n
section, we neglect this contribution for simplicity.
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have no adjustable parameters for noncentral events du
assuming the binary collision scaling. For noncentral co
sions, we change the impact parameter in Eq.~6! as to the
number of participants and keep other parameters in the
tial condition. Although the binary collisions contribute t
hard components, the binary collision scaling seems to
reasonable to parametrize the hydrodynamic initial condit
@41# from Fig. 6.

We next show in Fig. 7 thept spectrum for negative
charged hadrons. The experimental data~0–5 % central@48#
and 30–40 % semicentral events@49#! are observed by the
STAR Collaboration. The impact parameters used in this c
culation areb52.4 fm for central andb58.6 fm for semi
central events. We represent the thermal freeze-out temp
ture dependence of thept spectrum for the models CE an
PCE. The slope ofpt spectrum is almost independent ofTth

t

FIG. 6. Pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles
Au1Au 130A GeV central and semicentral collisions. Data fro
Ref. @40#.

FIG. 7. Transverse momentum spectra of negative charged
ticles in Au1Au 130A GeV central and semicentral collisions fo
~a! the model CE and~b! the model PCE. The dashed, dotted, a
solid lines correspond toTth5100, 120, and 140 MeV. Data from
Refs.@48,49#.
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COLLECTIVE FLOW AND TWO-PION CORRELATIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
near pt;1 GeV/c, which is a little peculiar in the usua
sense. However, it is interpreted by the result in Fig. 5. Wh
one reduces the thermal freeze-out temperature by hand
average radial flow enhances as its response. The magn
of the response is governed by the EOS. The resultanpt
slope is a competition between these two effects: The red
tion of temperature makes the slope steeper in the cas
vanishing flow, while the thermal distribution is Lorent
boosted by radial flow, and thept slope becomes flatter. Th
effect of generated radial flow on thept slope usually over-
comes that of the reduction ofTth in the model CE, so thept
slope becomes flatter with decreasingTth. On the other hand
the radial flow is slightly suppressed in the model PCE
shown in Fig. 5. Hence the reduction ofTth is just compen-
sated by its response to radial flow for the model PCE. T
is the reason why thept slope is almost independent ofTth in
Fig. 7. For the model CE, we reproduce the slope by cho
ing Tth5140 MeV. For the model PCE, in anyTth within a
plausible range, we reproduce the experimental data be
1 GeV/c for central collisions. This indicates that there e
ists the onset of hard processes aroundpt;1 GeV/c. It
should be noted that a bend of the spectrum in the lowpt
region is simply due to the Jacobian between the pseud
pidity h and the rapidityY.

We next show the transverse momentum dependenc
the second Fourier coefficient for azimuthal distribution
the models CE and PCE. Figure 8 representsv2(pt) for
charged particles in minimum bias collisions. Experimen
data is also observed by STAR@50#. Hydrodynamic analysis
of the data has already been done by Kolbet al. @51#. They
found the hydrodynamic result excellently coincides with t
data belowpt;1.5 GeV/c. Our results for the model CE ar

FIG. 8. v2(pt) for charged hadrons in Au1Au 130A GeV col-
lisions. The dashed, dotted, and solid lines correspond toTth

5100, 120, and 140 MeV. Data from Ref.@50#.
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consistent with their results. Now that we find the space-ti
evolution in our model is different from their result whe
chemical equilibrium is always assumed, we must che
whether the hydrodynamic description is really accurate
RHIC even when we include the effects of early chemi
freeze-out. The numerical results are calculated from the
lowing equation:

v2~pt!5

(
b
E dhdf cos~2f!b

dN

ptdptdhdf
~pt ,h,f;b!

(
b
E dhb

dN

ptdptdh
~pt ,h;b!

.

~11!

Here the summation with respect to the impact parameteb
is taken over every 2 fm up to 14 fm in this analysis. T
integral region ofh is from 21.3 to 1.3, which correspond
to the analysis by STAR@50#. The value ofv2(pt) depends
on the thermal freeze-out temperatureTth in contrast with the
pt spectrum. We also reproduce the experimental data be
1 GeV/c by choosingTth5140 MeV and slightly overesti-
mate the data above 1 GeV/c. Similar to thept spectrum,
this result also indicates that the hard contribution, wh
reducesv2 calculated from the hydrodynamic source@5,52#,
becomes important above 1 GeV/c.

In Fig. 9, we compare the pseudorapidity dependence
elliptic flow between the models CE and PCE. Similar to t
v2(pt), v2(h), which is to be compared with minimum bia
data, is

v2~h!5

(
b
E ptdptdf cos~2f!b

dN

ptdptdhdf
~pt ,h,f;b!

(
b
E ptdptb

dN

ptdptdh
~pt ,h;b!

.

~12!

We chooseTth5140 MeV and integrate with respect topt
from 0 to 2.0 GeV/c. Data plots are observed by PHOBO
@53#. The rectangular area corresponds to the statemen
STAR @50#, v2(h)54.560.5% for 0.1,pt,2.0 GeV/c and
uhu,1.3. As for the case of radial flow, the elliptic flow i
also reduced by taking account of the chemical freeze-

FIG. 9. v2(h) for charged hadrons in Au1Au 130A GeV colli-
sions. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the models PCE
CE. Data from Refs.@50,53#.
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TETSUFUMI HIRANO AND KEIICHI TSUDA PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
We reproduce the PHOBOS data only near mid-~pseudo-!
rapidity and overestimate in forward and backward rapid
On the other hand, a microscopic transport model reprodu
the data only in forward and backward rapidity regions@54#.
This indicates that the full thermalization is achieved on

FIG. 10. The transverse momentum spectra for negative pi
negative kaons, and antiprotons for~a! the model CE and~b! the
model PCE. To see these results clearly, the yield of kaons~anti-
protons! is scaled by 1021 (1022). The dashed, dotted, and sol
lines represent results forTth5100, 120, and 140 MeV, respec
tively. Data from Ref.@36#.
05490
.
es

near midrapidity, although there are some open problem
hydrodynamics such as the treatment of freeze-out thro
the Cooper-Frye formula, more sophisticated initializatio
and the absorption by spectators@6#.

From Figs. 8 and 9, the hydrodynamic description w
early chemical freeze-out seems to be valid for, at leas
,pt,1 GeV/c and 21,h,1 in Au1Au collisions at
130A GeV.

B. Spectra and Flow for Identified Hadrons

In this subsection, let us see the difference between
models CE and PCE by comparingpt spectra andv2(pt) for
identi f ied hadrons which are supposed to be sensitive
the early chemical freeze-out.

The pt spectra for identified hadrons in~0–5 %! central
collisions observed by the PHENIX Collaboration@36# are
compared with our results in Fig. 10. The impact parame
which we choose for central collisions is alsob52.4 fm. For
the model CE, the slopes of pions, kaons, and antiprot
become steeper with increasingTth, which is similar to the
case of charged particles. The number of antiprotons
comes very small atTth5100 MeV for the model CE due to
chemical equilibrium. On the other hand, the numbers
each hadron in the model PCE are independent ofTth and
reasonably agree with experimental data. The number of
tiprotons in the model PCE might be slightly improved b
taking into account the baryonic chemical potential which
neglected in the present analysis. It should be noted that
spectra in the largept (.1.5 GeV/c) region can be repro-
duced by including contributions from nonthermalized ha
partons~jets! with energy loss@55#.

We next show in Fig. 11 the elliptic flow, for identifie
hadrons, and itsTth dependence. The STAR data@56# are

s,
s

E

FIG. 11. v2(pt) for pions, kaons, and proton
in Au 1 Au 130A GeV collisions. Left ~right!
column represents the results for the model C
~PCE!. Data from Ref.@56#.
5-8
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COLLECTIVE FLOW AND TWO-PION CORRELATIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
compared with our results with or without chemical equili
rium. For the model CE,v2(pt) of pions is almost indepen
dent ofTth, while v2(pt) of kaons and protons increases wi
Tth. On the other hand,v2 of pions grows with decreasin
Tth for the model PCE. Whetherv2(pt) increases withTth

depends not only on the particle mass but also on the fl
velocities and its anisotropy in the transverse plane@57#. The
elliptic flow seems to be more sensitive toTth thanpt spectra
when we consider the early chemical freeze-out. For
transverse momentum spectra of identified hadrons show
Fig. 7, we roughly reproduce the slope in the lowpt region
with Tth5140 MeV. On the other hand, we cannot repr
duce v2(pt) of identified hadrons by a common therm
freeze-out temperature: each hadron seems to favor diffe
Tth. This indicates that the hadronic afterburner in the l
stage of the expansion may be important@58#. From a hydro-
dynamic point of view, detailed analyses with various EO
and initial conditions are needed to understand ther
freeze-out properties.

Figure 12 separately represents the contribution of pi
directly emitted from the freeze-out hypersurface and
contribution of pions from resonance decays. The STAR d
show the contribution from identified pions@56#. From this
figure, the concavity ofv2(pt) in the low pt region (pt
,0.3 GeV/c) results from the resonance decay after therm
freeze-out. The exact treatment of the decay kinematic
resonances dilutesv2 for direct pions especially in the lowpt
region@32#. The fraction of the contribution from resonanc
decays plays a very important role in understandingv2(pt)
for pions in the lowpt region, so the early chemical freez
out must be included when one discusses the phenom
proper to the low transverse momentum.

VI. PION INTERFEROMETRY

From single-particle spectra and azimuthal asymmetry,
obtain information about the distribution in the momentu
space at freeze-out. On the other hand, we can obtain in
mation about the particle distribution in the coordinate sp
through two-particle interferometry@59#. We see in Sec. IV
that the space-time evolutions are considerably different
tween the models with and without chemical equilibrium.

FIG. 12. v2(pt) for charged pions. The solid, dotted, and dash
lines correspond to total pions, pions directly emitted from free
out hypersurface, and pions from resonance decays. Data
Ref. @56#.
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see this more clearly, we discuss the two-pion correlat
function in this section.

In hydrodynamics, the two-particle correlation functio
for directly emitted bosons from the freeze-out hypersurfa
S can be calculated from@60,61#

C2~p1 ,p2!

5
P~p1 ,p2!

P~p1!P~p2!

511

U d

~2p!3ES
K•dsexp~ ix•q! f BES K•u2m i

Tth D U2

E1

dN

d3p1

E2

dN

d3p2

.

~13!

Here P(p1 ,p2) is the two-particle coincidence cross secti
and P(p1) is the same Cooper-Frye formula represented
Eq. ~10!. We consider only directly emitted pions for sim
plicity. Km5(p1

m1p2
m)/2 andqm5p1

m2p2
m are, respectively,

the average and relative four momentum of the pair.f BE
5(ex21)21 is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. Th
information about hydrodynamic simulations enter throu
the freeze-out hypersurfaceS and the four velocityum in this
equation. The average pair momentumK is decomposed into
the transverse momentumKT , the longitudinal momentum
Kz , and the azimuthal angleFK .4 The relative pair momen-
tum qm is also decomposed into the standard coordinate,qout
~parallel toKT), qlong ~along the beam direction!, andqside
~perpendicular to the others!. Since the experimental accep
tances are limited to midrapidity,uYu,0.5 ~STAR! @62# or
uhu,0.35~PHENIX! @63#, we can putKz50. Moreover, we
average the two-particle functionC2 over the azimuthal
angleFK . Thus we obtain the following equation which ca
be compared with the experimental data:

C2~KT ,qside,qout,qlong!5

E FKP~p1 ,p2!

E FKP~p1!P~p2!
U

Kz50

.

~14!

Our definition of the HBT radii is similar to the one used
Refs. @61,64,65#. Assuming thatC2(KT ,qside,qout,qlong) for
eachKT is fitted by the Gaussian form

C2511lexp~2Rside
2 qside

2 2Rout
2 qout

2 2Rlong
2 qlong

2 ! ~15!

with a chaoticityl51, theKT dependence of the HBT ra
dius for the side direction isRside(KT)51/qside* (KT), where

4Even for central events, we no longer have cylindrical symme
around the collision axis due to the small~but finite! value of the
impact parameter, soC2 depends on the azimuthal angleFK which
is measured from the reaction plane.

d
-
m
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TETSUFUMI HIRANO AND KEIICHI TSUDA PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
C2(KT ,qside* ,0,0)511e21, and analogous definitions ar
used for theKT dependence ofRout andRlong.

We evaluate two-pion correlation functions for negati
pions directly emitted from the freeze-out hypersurface a
obtain theKT dependence ofRside, Rout, andRlong. Figure
13 shows the HBT radii and the ratioRout/Rside for the mod-
els CE and PCE withTth5140 MeV. Here the impact pa
rameter which we choose in this analysis isb52.4 fm. The
difference between the two models is very small forRside.
On the other hand,Rout and Rlong for the model PCE are
significantly smaller than the ones for the model CE, wh
reflects the space-time evolution of the freeze-out hyper

FIG. 13. HBT radii for negative pions in~a! side,~b! out, and~c!
long directions and~d! its ratioRout /Rside as a function ofKT . The
solid and dashed lines correspond to the models PCE and CE.
from Refs.@62,63#.
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face depicted in Fig. 4. We compare our results with exp
mental data observed by STAR~12% most central events!
@62# and PHENIX~30% most central events! @63#. We repro-
duce theKT dependence ofRlong by employing the model
PCE, whileRside andRout do not show good agreement wit
the experimental data.

It has been suggested that the ratioRout/Rside reflects the
prolongation of the lifetime due to the phase transition b
tween the QGP phase and the hadron phase@61#. Various
models predict that this ratio has a value significantly lar
than unity in someKT regions@42,61,64–66#, although it is
around unity in 0.2,KT,0.6 GeV/c in Au 1 Au AsNN
5130A GeV collisions according to the recent measurem
at RHIC @62,63#. This discrepancy is often called the ‘‘HBT
puzzle’’ @66,67#. The ratio for the model PCE reduces b
about 12% above 0.2 GeV/c due to the property of the earl
chemical freeze-out, but it clearly turns out to be larger th
the experimental data. Our aim in this paper is to see how
early chemical freeze-out affects the HBT radii, so we lea
detailed discussions on the HBT puzzle for future works.5

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated the effect of early chemical free
out on the hydrodynamic evolution and the particle spec
by using a genuine three dimensional hydrodynamic mo
We constructed the equation of state for hadronic ma
which is in partial chemical equilibrium. Pressure as a fun
tion of energy density is not affected by the chemical no
equilibrium property, while temperature as a function of e
ergy density is largely reduced due to the large population
resonance particles. By using the EOS with a first or
phase transition, we simulated hydrodynamic evolution
the RHIC energy. We found the system cools more rapi
than the conventional model and that the lifetime and
spatial size of the fluid and the radial and elliptic flows a
reduced when they are compared at the isothermal hype
face. We also analyzed particle spectra and two-pion co
lation functions in Au1Au 130A GeV collisions. We chose
initial parameters in the hydrodynamic simulations so as
reproduce the pseudorapidity distribution in central co
sions observed by PHOBOS. The slope of thept spectrum
for negative hadrons is less sensitive to the thermal free
out temperature, which results from the reduction of rad
flow. On the other hand, the transverse momentum dep
dence of elliptic flowv2(pt) for charged hadrons depends o
the thermal freeze-out temperature. The situation is co
pletely opposite to the ordinary hydrodynamic results. In
conventional models, thept slope is steeper with increasin
Tth and v2(pt) is not so sensitive toTth. We found Tth

5140 MeV and the resultant average radial floŵv r&

5In Ref. @42#, slightly largerRside is obtained by assuming a simpl
flat transverse profile and vanishing impact parameter for ini
energy density distribution. The flat profile leads a larger value
the root-mean-square radius of a fluid in the transverse plane
that of the present initialization based on the binary collisi
scaling.

ata
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COLLECTIVE FLOW AND TWO-PION CORRELATIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 054905 ~2002!
50.38c are the values to simultaneously reproduce thept
slope andv2(pt) for charged hadrons~mainly pions! below 1
GeV.v2(h) is also reduced by the early chemical freeze-o
but we failed to reproduce the data in forward and backw
rapidity regions. We see the thermal freeze-out tempera
independence of thept slope more clearly in thept spectra
for identified hadrons. We reasonably reproduce thept slope
with Tth5100–140 MeV for the model PCE, whilev2(pt)
for identified hadrons seems to favor different therm
freeze-out temperatures which are dependent on hadr
species. In order to see more quantitatively the effect of e
chemical freeze-out on the temporal or spatial size of flu
we calculated the two-pion correlation functions and o
tained the HBT radii. By taking account of the early chem
cal freeze-out in the EOS,Rout, Rlong, and Rout/Rside are
significantly suppressed, whileRside is not changed. Never
theless, the properties of the early chemical freeze-out
not enough to interpret the HBT puzzle.

It would be very interesting to see other observables in
case of partial chemical equilibrium. Although the best pla
to see the difference between the models CE and PCE m
be the particle ratios, we cannot discuss this observable
using the present model due to an approximation of van
ing baryonic chemical potential. This will be discussed el
where. Penetrating probes such as thermal photons and d
tons may also be affected by the early chemical freeze-
The emission rates of photons or dileptons increase du
the chemical potentials for hadrons, while the space-t
volume of the hadron phase decreases. Therefore we sh
check whether the total multiplicity and spectra of photo
and dileptons are changed in terms of hydrodynamics.

There are other approaches to describe the early chem
freeze-out. These models evolve the QGP and mixed ph
as a relativistic fluid, while it switches to a hadronic casca
model, e.g., UrQMD@68# or RQMD @58#. The advantage o
our hydrodynamic model over these hybrid~hydrodynamics
1 cascade! models is to be able to obtain the average hyd
dynamic behavior and the effect of temperature natura
When one discusses the spectral changes of hadrons d
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the medium effects such as temperature and/or bary
chemical potential@69#, one can easily estimate their effe
by using hydrodynamic simulations. We regard the mo
PCE as a complementary tool to those hybrid models.

After publishing our preliminary results@29# and almost
finishing this work, the authors became aware of a pa
concerning the same subject@70#, in which the conclusion of
the hydrodynamic behavior is almost the same as ours
Ref. @70#, the effect of finite baryonic chemical potential
included but the hydrodynamic simulation is performed on
in the transverse plane by assuming the Bjorken’s sca
solution.
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APPENDIX: MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF THE
CONTRIBUTION FROM RESONANCE DECAYS

In this appendix, we show how to calculate the partic
distribution from resonance decays within the Cooper-F
prescription. This method can be used in hydrodynam
motivated models as well as in hydrodynamics.

Lorentz transformation for the momentum of a decay p
ticle between the local rest system~starred! and the finite
momentum system~nonstarred! of a resonance particleR is

p* 5p2pRF E

mR
2

p•pR

mR~mR1ER!G . ~A1!

We rewrite Eq.~A1! explicitly

pl* 5pl2pRlF~pl ,f!, ~A2!
cosf* 5
px*

pt*
5

pt~pl ,f!cosf2pRtcosfRF~pl ,f!

Apt
2~pl ,f!1pRt

2 F2~pl ,f!22pt~pl ,f!pRtcos~f2fR!F~pl ,f!
, ~A3!

where

F~pl ,f!5
E~pl ,f!

mR
2

pt~pl ,f!pRtcos~f2fR!1plpRl

mR~mR1ER!
. ~A4!

Here the independent variables which we choose for decay particles are the longitudinal momentumpl and the azimuthal angle
f. Thus the transverse momentum of a decay particlept is written in terms ofpl andf,

pt~pl ,f!5
1

gR@12vRt
2 cos2~f2fR!#

$~E* 1plvRlgR!vRtcos~f2fR!

6A~E* 1plvRlgR!22~pl
21m2!gR

2@12vRt
2 cos2~f2fR!#%. ~A5!
5-11
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The Jacobian of the Lorentz transformation is defined by

dpl* df* 5J~pl ,f;VR!dpldf, ~A6!

J~pl ,f;VR!5U ]pl*

]pl

]pl*

]f

]f*

]pl

]f*

]f

U . ~A7!

The calculation ofJ is straightforward, so that we do no
represent it here. The normalization of momentum space
ume for a decay particle in the resonance rest frame is

E
2p*

p* dpl*

2p*
E

0

2pdf*

2p
51. ~A8!

We always average the decay probability over the spin
resonances, so that the decay probability does not depen
pl* and f* . Thus the normalization in the resonance ref
ence frame is

E J~pl ,f;VR!dpldf

4pp*
51. ~A9!

The Jacobian in Eq.~A6! has very narrow peaks when th
resonance particle moves at a large velocity in the labora
system@32#. This singularity makes it difficult to integrat
the Jacobian numerically. So we introduce a very sim
Monte Carlo calculation to evaluate the momentum distri
tion from resonance decays. All input parameters in this c
culation are the numerical results of hydrodynamic simu
tion, i.e., the temperatureTth, the chemical potential for
resonance particlesmR , the three dimensional fluid velocit
v, and the elementdsm on the freeze-out hypersurfaceS. In
the following discussion, we show how to obtain the rapid
distribution of negative pions, for simplicity, only fromr
mesons. In this case, the branching ratioBr0(2)→p2p1(0)

51. It is straightforward to extend this scheme to the ca
for other resonances or the transverse mass~momentum! dis-
tribution.

Step 1. Evaluate the number ofr0 and r2 which are
emitted fromor absorbed by thekth freeze-out hypersurfac
elementdsk

m :

Nk
R5

gR

~2p!3ES

d3pR

ER

upR•dsku

exp@~pR•uk2mR!/Tth#21
.

~A10!

The integrand does not contain the Jacobian, so that
simple to carry out the numerical integration by a stand
technique. It should be noted thatNk

R is different from thenet
number of emittedr mesons from thekth fluid element and
that this is used merely for normalization.

Step 2. GenerateÑ random momentaPj* (1< j <Ñ) for r
mesons which obey the distribution
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P* 2

exp@~AP* 21mR
22mR!/Tth#21

. ~A11!

Here we omit the Breit-Wigner function for simplicity.
Step 3. For eachÑ random momentumPj* , generate ran-

dom variables (Q j* ,F j* ) whose ensemble is uniformly dis
tributed on the unit sphere. By using these random variab
we obtain an ensemble ofr mesons with momentum
Pj* 5 (Px j* , Py j* , Pz j* ) 5 (Pj* sinQj*cosFj* , Pj*sinQj*sinFj* ,
Pj*cosQj* ), which obeys the Bose-Einstein distribution in th
fluid rest system.

Step 4. BoostPj* with respect to the fluid velocityvk

Pj5Pj* 1vkgkS Ej* 1
Pj* •vkgk

11gk
D , ~A12!

wheregk51/A12vk
2.

Step 5. GenerateÑ uniform random variables on the un
sphere (u j* ,f j* ) and obtain an ensemble of negative pio
with momentum

pj* 5~px j* ,py j* ,pz j* !

5~p* sinu j* cosf j* ,p* sinu j* sinf j* ,p* cosu j* !,

wherep* is given by

p* 5
1

2mR
A~mR1mp!22mX

2A~mR2mp!22mX
2.

~A13!

For the decay processr→pp, mX5mp .
Step 6. Boostpj* with respect to the resonance momentu

Pj :

pj5pj* 1PjF Ej

mR
1

pj* •Pj

mR~mR1ER!
G . ~A14!

Step 7. IfPj
mdsmk is positive,

Nk
1→Nk

11
Pj

mdsmk

Ej*
. ~A15!

If Pj
mdsmk is negative,

Nk
2→Nk

21
uPj

mdsmku

Ej*
. ~A16!

Here, Nk
1 (Nk

2) is to be proportional to the number ofr
mesons which are emitted from~absorbed by! the kth fluid
element.

Step 8. If the rapidity of a negative pionYj which is
evaluated frompj enters in a rapidity windowY2DY/2
,Yj,Y1DY/2 andPj

mdsmk is positive,
5-12
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DNk
1~Y!→DNk

1~Y!1
Pj

mdsmk

Ej*
. ~A17!

If Yj also enters the above rapidity window butPj
mdsmk is

negative,

DNk
2~Y!→DNk

2~Y!1
uPj

mdsmku

Ej*
. ~A18!

Step 9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for allÑ random variables.
Step 10. Obtain the rapidity distribution of decay partic

from thekth fluid element:

dNk

dY
~Y!5

Nk
R

Nk
11Nk

2 FDNk
1~Y!2DNk

2~Y!

DY G . ~A19!
s.

.

M

ys
.

u

a,

85

hy

05490
s

It should be noted that the minus sign in the bracket of E
~A19! represents thenetnumber of emitted particles from th
kth fluid element, which is consistent with the Cooper-Fr
prescription. For the normalization in Eq.~A19!, we use the
gross numberNk

11Nk
2 since this number is positive definite

Step 11. Repeat the above steps from 1 to 10 for all fl
elements obtained in a numerical simulation of the hydro
namic model. Summing over the contribution from all flu
elements on the freeze-out hypersurfaceS, we obtain the
rapidity distribution of negative pions which are fromr de-
cays:

dNr→p2X

dY
~Y!5(

k

dNk

dY
~Y!. ~A20!
K.

el,

in
er-

.
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